TG4 Goals

- Review comments on Strawman document generated from Session 12
  - PHY: Make progress on Coding & other issues
  - MAC: Make progress on ARQ & other issues
  - MAC PHY Interaction

- Coexistence Issues

- Finalize TG4 Mac & PHY Strawman Documents
TG4 AGENDA

Monday 5/14/01
11:00 Opening
Session # 12 Meeting Minutes Approval
Agenda Approval
TG4 MAC: Joint with TG3 All Week
11:00 – 3:00 Joint PHY Session with TG4;
    #03c-01/54, #03c-01/55, #03c-01/57, #04c/31
3:00 – 5:00 Independent PHY Session
1:00 – 3:00 TG4/TG3 MAC

Tuesday 5/15/01
9:00 – 5:00 PHY document editing and comment review
9:00 – 5:00 Joint TG4/TG3 MAC Session

Appointment of Editors
Other Business
**TG4 AGENDA**

**Wednesday 5/16/01**
9:00 – 12:00 PHY document editing and comment review

9:00 – 12:00 Joint TG4/TG3 MAC Session
   Joint TG1/TG3/TG4 MAC Session
1:30 – 5:00 Joint TG3/TG4 PHY/MAC Session
6:00 Social Event

**Thursday 5/17/01**
9:00 – 10:30 Joint TG2 and TG3 session
11:00 – 3:00 TG4 PHY session
3:30 – 5:30 Joint TG4/TG3 MAC presentation and vote

**Friday 5/18/01**
8:00 – 9:30 TG 4 Closing
TG4 PHY Detailed Agenda

Monday
¥ 1 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. TG4/TG3 Joint Session
¥ 3:00- 5:00 p.m. TG4 separate PHY Session, Review contributions & work on draft, Section 1 Introduction (Octavian, Section 3.0 - Time and frequency description (Nico — Editing team)

Tuesday
¥ 8:00 - 12:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 1 Introduction (Octavian, Section 3.0 - Time and frequency description (Nico — Editing team)
¥ 12:00 - 1:30 Lunch
¥ 1:30 - 3:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 4.0 - Data encoding (Octavian- Brian, Editing Team)
¥ 3:00 - 3:30 Break
¥ 3:30 — 5:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 4.0 - Data encoding (Octavian- Brian, Editing Team)
Agenda

Wednesday
¥ 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. TG4 MAC/PHY Session
¥ 10:15 — 2:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 5, Constellation Mapping (Yossi — Editing Team)
¥ 1:30-5 Joint MAC PHY, TG3/TG4 meeting

Thursday
¥ 8:00 — 10:00 Joint meeting MAC and PHY groups
¥ 10:15 — 2:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 7, Optional features for operation in cellular and sectorized environments (Octavian - Editing Team)
¥ 1:00 — 2:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 8, 9, 10, 11
¥ 2:00 — 3:00 Review contributions & work on draft, Section 12, Annex B — MAC - PHY interface (Radu — ItzikJori, + Editing Team)
¥ 3:00 — 3:30 Other missing parts of the of the PHY strawman text
¥ 3:30-5 Joint MAC PHY, TG3/TG4 meeting